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Message from the President
Happy New Year to All.
There will come times in our history that may cause one to pause and reflect, such as the tragic event that
took place at the U.S. Capitol building on January 6, 2021. Events like these illustrate the impact that divisive
words can have. The greatest words are those that uplift, restore hope and bring people
together. Regardless of our differences or political affiliations, we must always lead with respect and
compassion for one another. As we usher in 2021, let’s prepare for another exciting year of working together
and bringing about positive change.
In that spirit, we are working diligently as a Board of Directors to put together a great 2021. We have many
goals for the ISoP organization centered around the creation of more operational efficiencies, ways to
increase our services and benefits to our members, and rollout of our first Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
(DEI) initiatives. We welcomed 4 new Directors at our first Board meeting of the year. Historically, the Board
has met 3 -4 times annually with full day agendas. Given the changes to the current environment, and an
aggressive slate of goals for 2021, we have altered our schedule to meet monthly for 2-3 hours. This
meeting is in addition to weekly meetings of the Executive Committee, as well as the active support we
receive from our Committees, SIGs, and Student/Trainee Community. We hope this will provide an
opportunity to be more efficient and to realize our goals for ISoP in 2021 and beyond.
We are also kicking off preparations and planning for this year’s ACoP meeting. Please be on the lookout
for key milestones on the path to ACoP, such as the February 12 th closing date for submission of scientific
programming proposals. There is no bad idea, so please submit your proposals for consideration, and
remember to be diverse and inclusive with regard to topics, speakers, and panels in alignment with our
guiding DEI principles.
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As a reminder, your ISoP membership term runs from January 1 st to December 31st each year. To fully
leverage your membership benefits and take advantage of new opportunities we encourage you to renew
your membership today. Please see further information within this newsletter around our first ever
membership drive.

Brenda Cirincione, President ISoP
CJ Musante, President Elect, ISoP
Leticia Arrington, Chair ISoP DE&I Committee
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Planning for the twelfth American Conference on
Pharmacometrics (ACoP12) is underway! ACoP12 will be hosted
October 24 - 27, 2021 at the Gaylord National Hotel and
Convention Center on the Potomac River in National Harbor,
Maryland.
We acknowledge that these are uncertain times and although
the availability of vaccines in the US and other countries is
promising, given the current and forecasted conditions around
the world, we do not yet know if an in-person conference in
October is feasible. We are planning for the best and yet
prepared to pivot to an alternative format in order to bring you
the best ACoP12 experience. Look for updates on the ACoP
website and in future ISoP newsletters and communications.
The Planning Committee is excited to announce the theme of
ACoP12: “Charting the Course for Our Future”. As we look to
shape the future of Pharmacometrics, we also honor the many
scientific pioneers who made this discipline what it is today. Our
theme aligns with ISoP’s vision to promote and advance the
discipline of Pharmacometrics and broaden its impact. It also
embraces the pillars of our 5-year strategic plan: Scientific
Expertise and Innovation, Influence, Education, Tools and
Resources, and Internationalization.

The call for Scientific Programming is open until February 12,
2021. The Scientific Programming Committee is seeking
proposals that are innovative and relevant to our discipline in a
symposium, individual talk, or tutorial format. Please visit the
Call for Programming section of the ACoP12 website for more
details and to submit your proposal.
In addition, if you’d like to help plan ACoP12, several committees
have open positions and are seeking volunteers. Please visit
http://go-isop.org/volunteer-application/ to see the committee
listings and express your interest. Remember, ACoP is only as
strong as the contributions from you, our ISoP members, so
please get involved today!
Stay safe and we look forward to connecting with you at
ACoP12!

On behalf of the ACoP12 Planning Committee,
Heather Vezina, PharmD PhD, Conference Chair

This year’s conference will feature a preconference, numerous
exciting scientific sessions, poster presentations, awards, SIG
events, dedicated activities for students and trainees, pre- and
post-meeting workshops, as well as ample networking
opportunities. The Planning Committee is also targeting a virtual
component to further engage our global Pharmacometrics
community.
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Dear ISoP Members,
The ISoP Membership Committee is pleased to announce the launch of our 2021 Membership Drive!
When you join or renew your full membership before or on March 31, 2021 by 11:59 pm EST you will:
▪ Lock in the yearly membership fee of $200. Full memberships will increase to $225 on April 1, 2021 at
12:00 am EST. Renew or join today to take advantage of 2020 rates!
And, when you recruit new* member(s) before or on March 31, 2021 11:59 pm EST you will:
▪ Be entered into a raffle to win a $100 prepaid Mastercard. In addition, the ISoP member with the highest
number of recruited new members by the March 31, 2021 deadline will receive a free ISoP membership for
the following year and a recognition of accomplishment! By recruiting new* members to join ISoP you help
strengthen our society and expand the field of Pharmacometrics (PMx).
How does the Member-Get-A-Member Campaign Work?
▪ ISoP Members who recruit individuals who are not ISoP members
▪ The names of the top three ISoP members with the highest number of recruited new members will be
acknowledged at the ISoP Awards Ceremony during the ACoP Annual Meeting
▪ All recruiters' names will be acknowledged in the ISoP e-Newsletter
▪ To recruit individuals to become ISoP members, tell the new member to indicate the name of the
“recruiter” during their registration on the ISoP enrollment webpage.
▪ To join ISoP please apply at http://go-isop.org/membership/
We look forward to welcoming new and renewed members, and your participation in this important program.
Please feel free to contact the Membership Committee at membership@go-isop.org with any questions.
Thanks,
Sihem Bihorel.
(On behalf of the ISoP Membership Committee)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Footnote: *New members are individuals who join ISoP for the first time as well as members who once were ISoP
members but have not renewed their membership for 3 years.
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What do you hope to accomplish during
your tenure on the committee?
A main objective is to build a strong
foundation and put in place a framework
for the committee to support long-term
stability for continuity over the years.
In addition, we would need to develop
an understanding of current processes
and current state in order to identify
areas for support. Lastly, we plan to
develop at least 1 new initiative related
to scientific partnerships and community
outreach.
So, who is Leticia Arrington?
I started my career in the pharmaceutical
industry as an analytical chemist. During
this time, I obtained my MSc. degree in
Pharmacology from Thomas Jefferson
University. After years as a chemist, 6
years ago I decided to make the transition
to the quantitative sciences and found
myself in the exciting world of clinical
PK/PMx.
I am now in the department of
Quantitative
Pharmacology
and
Pharmacometrics at Merck Co. & Inc.
working across a variety of therapeutic
areas.
In addition, I am also a PhD
student with a research focus on item
response disease progression modeling
under the supervision of Dr. Mats
Karlsson and Dr. Sebastian Ueckert in the
pharmacometrics research group at
Uppsala University. Outside of work I
volunteer with a variety of community
service organizations.
What volunteer activity do you do for
ISoP?
The DE&I committee will serve as an
advisory committee to provide support,
share best practices and drive messaging
on DE&I matters. I am in the process of
finalizing the DE&I committee charter and
at the forefront of this is building a
committee that is representative of the
diversity
of
the
growing
ISoP
organization. I’ve had a nice response so
far, but I am still in need of ex-USA
volunteers. The first stage will be to
collect data though a variety of
approaches (i.e., needs-based analysis)
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to develop a long-term strategy (e.g. 1
year, 2+year) that drives our short-term
initiative planning. The goal is to identify
opportunities for 1) improvement in
policies/procedures, 2) engagement across
all levels of membership 3) scientific
partnerships and community outreach in
order to support an inclusive and equitable
culture. I have a few focus areas that are
currently on my radar, but I do hope to
hear from you…the members!
Why did you volunteer for the DEI
committee?
I volunteered for the DEI committee
because I believe in its purpose and
mission. I have a long- standing passion for
doing the work and collaborating with local
organizations to promote equality and
equity. Inclusive environments improve
how a team functions, the quality of social
connections and are critical to an
organization’s success. I am looking
forward to this journey as inaugural chair
of the committee and excited for what lies
ahead of us.

Why are you a member of ISoP? What’s
the best part of being an ISoP member?
I joined ISoP in 2020 so I am relatively
new. I wanted to contribute more to the
external pharmacometrics community
and ISoP is a great place to start. I am
most looking forward to contributing to
the great work ISoP is doing and
engaging with so many talented people
around the world.
When you are not at work or
volunteering, what do you like to do for
fun?
I love staying active whether it’s a
kickboxing work out or salsa dancing. I
enjoy writing poetry, spending time with
family and friends and talking to my
hilarious 4-year-old nephew on
Facetime. Prior to COVID-19 I enjoyed
live music and plays at the theatre. I
especially enjoy solving TV crime dramas
within the first 5 minutes of the show.

Complete the following sentence “I am
passionate about…”
…Helping others, learning from others and
giving back. I am truly grateful for my life
experiences and want to give back and
support others where I can. I am also
dedicated to programming that promotes
youth awareness in STEM.
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Papers Worth Reading
by The ISoP Publications Committee (Angela Birnbaum, David D’Argenio,
Ashwin Karanam, Peter Bonate, and Ana Ruiz)
Xiong Y, Mizuno T, Colman R, et al. RealWorld Infliximab Pharmacokinetic Study
Informs an Electronic Health RecordEmbedded Dashboard to Guide Precision
Dosing in Children with Crohn's Disease
[published online ahead of print, 2020 Dec
22].
Clin
Pharmacol
Ther.
2020;10.1002/cpt.2148. Reviewed by
Ashwin Karanam and Angela Birnbaum
Pharmacokinetic models often have the
objective of informing patient care. They are
often used to support dosing in special
populations, including pediatrics. Pediatric
patients diagnosed with Crohn’s disease
face a unique set of challenges compared to
patients diagnosed later in life, including
growth impairment. Management of CD in
these patients is crucial for their long-term
health and models can play an important
role. Due to the autoimmune component of
this disease, many treatment regimens
involve immunosuppressants, often in the
form of monoclonal antibodies (mAb).
Infliximab is a mAb used in Crohn’s disease
treatments, particularly in pediatric
patients. Through inhibiting tumor necrosis
factor-α (TNF), infliximab therapy has been
shown to reverse severe growth failure,
improve quality of life, and decrease
hospitalization rates for these patients.
However, clinicians face challenges in
dosing in these populations for a variety of
reasons, including
altered infliximab
clearance caused by patient-specific factors
or
co-administration
with
immunomodulating drugs. For these and
other potentially unidentified reasons,
clinicians
often see a high rate of
subtherapeutic trough concentrations
resulting in a lowered response rate.
To assess the durability of infliximab and
optimize drug exposure, the authors
analyzed cumulative exposure targets and
their associations to remission or other
biomarkers. Data were obtained from 78 CD
patients for a total of 671 plasma and trough
infliximab concentrations. After stepwise
covariate analysis and validation, a twocompartment population PK model was
implemented in NONMEM. The final model
contained five covariates as biomarkers:
weight, serum albumin, antibody-toinfliximab
concentration,
erythrocyte
sedimentation rate, and neutrophil CD64
activity ratio. These findings were then
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translated to a dashboard tool embedded in
the electronic health record, allowing for
dosing records and laboratory results to be
used for Bayesian PK modeling. With this
tool, bedside users could select trough
concentration targets and view potential
model PK profiles based on patient
characteristics. This study demonstrates the
potential utility of model-informed dosing
and the importance of developing tools to
personalize dosing strategies effectively.
More studies should be conducted to
evaluate the direct clinical benefit of tools
like these.
Ahlberg, Jennifer, et al. "Retrospective
analysis of model-based predictivity of
human pharmacokinetics for anti-IL-36R
monoclonal antibody MAB92 using a rat
anti-mouse IL-36R monoclonal antibody
and RNA expression data (FANTOM5)."
Mabs. Vol. 11. No. 5. Taylor & Francis,
2019. Reviewed by Ashwin Karanam and
Angela Birnbaum
Monoclonal antibodies (mAb) that exhibit a
nonlinear PK profile further complicate
these predictions when they lack cross
reactivity across different preclinical
species. MAB92, a monoclonal antibody
was developed by Boehringer Ingelheim
which shows a highly specific binding to the
human IL36R (interleukin 36 receptor),
which is responsible for maintaining a
balanced inflammatory response. MAB92
shows an approximately 2000-fold reduced
activity in the preclinical species. To
understand the catabolic stability and FcRn
recycling properties of MAB92, it was
administered to monkeys. To further predict
the PK of MAB92 a surrogate mouse specific
antibody (MAB04) was developed.
A two-compartment model with parallel
elimination was built and was used for
fitting the mouse PK data as well as the
Dedrick transformed monkey PK data. A
semi-mechanistic TMDD model with rapid
binding approximation was then used to
fit the mouse data and estimate the PK
parameters. R0, target abundance value
from the TMDD mouse data was scaled by
using the transcript per million ratio from
the FANTOM5 data to get PK predictions of
MAB92 in humans. The predicted values
were then compared to the observed values
which yielded AUC and Cmax predictions
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within 1.5-fold. The paper thus discusses a
novel approach that incorporates mRNA
transcriptome data (FANTOM5) and PK data
from a surrogate anti-mice mAb (MAB04) to
accurately predict the PK of MAB92. The
research demonstrates the utility of this semimechanistic approach which can improve
preclinical to clinical translation as well as
improve first in human PK prediction of such
molecules that lack cross-reactivity in
preclinical species

Peng Wu, Donglin Zeng & Yuanjia Wang.
Matched
Learning
for
Optimizing
Individualized Treatment Strategies Using
Electronic Health Records, Journal of the
American Statistical Association, 115: 380392,
2020.
DOI:
10.1080/01621459.2018.1549050.
Reviewed by David D’Argenio.
We should also look beyond the usual
pharmacometrics literature sources to
follow methodological advances in precision
and individualized treatment. In this paper,
the authors briefly summarize notable work
that uses statistical and machine learning
approaches to estimate individualized
treatment rules. Some of this work – mostly
reported in the statistical literature - dates
to the mid-1990s and is based on results
derived from analyzing randomized clinical
trial (RCT) data. Wu et al. emphasize the
limitations of using RCT, given their
stringent inclusion/exclusion criteria, and
propose an approach that instead is based
on data from large-scale electronic health
records (EHRs).
The authors propose a machine learning
approach based on matching to assess
individuals’ treatment response, where
various types of outcomes for measuring
treatment response (continuous, discrete,
nominal, and ordinal outcomes) can be
accommodated. The paper details the
proposed matched-learning methodology,
rigorously investigates its theoretical
statistical properties, and provides
extensive simulation studies aimed at
valuating the proposed method relative to
others. The paper culminates in a significant
application of the authors’ matchedlearning method to method to estimate
optimal
personalized
second-line
treatments for type 2 diabetes patients
where the outcome is improved glycemic
control or reduced risk of complications.
This application is based on EHRs from New
York Presbyterian Hospital and examines
some of the challenges of using EHR data
including confounding by indication,
confounding bias, and selection bias.
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Dear All,
The ISoP Education Committee is pleased to announce the launch of the ISoP Mentorship Program
(IMP).
The IMP aims to connect mentees at various stages of their Pharmacometrics (PMx) career with
mentors via matching criteria. If you are looking to transition into the PMx field or move to a different
role/area within PMx or expand on your skillset, a mentor can help you.
If you are interested in applying as a Mentor or a Mentee with the IMP, please complete the forms:
• Mentor: https://forms.gle/Cwpohf7bEww8GybT7
• Mentee: https://forms.gle/EemZ7akwxiHCW2sf6
The requirements for applicants are:
• Mentors and Mentees must be ISoP members.*
• Mentors should commit to a one-hour mentorship session per month.
• Mentoring sessions may last for as long as needed by mentees to achieve their goals.
• Mentors and Mentees will have to provide feedback to the ISoP Education Committee via
surveys and/or testimonials
• Mentors names will be published in the end of the year ISoP Newsletter special issue.
Please do not hesitate to contact the ISoP Education Committee at isopeducation@go-isop.org with
any questions.
Do not miss this outstanding opportunity. Apply to join the IMP today and start your journey towards
achieving your career goals!
Thanks,
Sihem Bihorel & Gauri Rao, ISoP Education Committee Co-chairs.
(On behalf of all members of the IMP working group)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Footnote: *To join ISoP please apply Here
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Update From
the Clinical
PMx SIG
By Nikolas Onufrak
The Clinical Pharmacometrics SIG
remained highly active this fall, holding
informational sessions and sponsoring
scientific
symposia
at
national
conferences. At the ACCP 2020 annual
meeting, Drs Hong Lu, PhD and Lanyan
(Lucy) Fang, PhD presented a SIGsponsored
session
Applying
Pharmacometrics to Precision Dosing in
the Lifecycle of Long-acting Injectable
Products: Drug Development, Regulatory
Approval & Clinical Practice. While our
annual Meet-the-SIG breakfast couldn’t
take place this year, a dedicated virtual
session following the ACCP annual
meeting allowed for great science in
honoring this year’s ACCP Student Abstact
Award Winner, Dr. Mu’taz Jaber, PharmD
and an opportunity to network. Similarly,
a virtual SIG session was held at virtual
ACoP11, complete with presentations by
leadership and this year’s ACoP Clinical
Pharmacometrics Abstract Award Winner,
Zachary Taylor, BS, and networking with
an international group of like-minded
colleagues.

serve as Chair, Dr. Nik Onufrak, PharmD as
Past-Chair, Dr. Ada Zhuang, PhD as ChairElect, and Dr. Sean Avedissian, PharmD, as
Vice Chair. This includes the departure of
our founding Leadership Team Member
Dr. Marc Sheetz, PharmD as an officer: his
vision for the group and emphasis on
integration of clinicians in the field has
shaped the future of the SIG. Similarly,
outgoing Chair Nik Onufrak is to be
commended for guiding the SIG to
continued growth and success in 2020.
We are also pleased to welcome new
Steering Committee members for 20212023: Dr. Hesham Al-Sallami, PhD; Dr. Ron
Keizer, PharmD, PhD; Dr. Jeannine
McCune, PharmD; Dr. David McDougall,
PhD; Dr. Elisabet Nielsen, PhD; Dr.
Mirshad PV, PhD; Dr. Darlene Santiago,
PhD; Dr. Sebastian Wicha, PhD; and Dr.
Athena Zuppa, MD. . Chaired by Prof.
Joseph Standing, the leadership team
looks forward to their thoughtful insights
and guidance over the next two years.
The SIG is gearing up for 2021 meetings
and programming! Individuals interested
in submitting a sponsored ACoP12 session
proposal (Submission Deadline February
12,
2021)
can
reach
out
at
clinical.pmx.sig@go-isop.org.

As the year turns, the SIG is pleased to
welcome aboard Dr. Amit Desai, PhD, as
its newly-appointed Scientific Secretary,
and acknowledge the rotation of the
remaining Leadership Team members: Dr.
Amelia Deitchman, PharmD, PhD, will
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Highlights
from the QSP
SIG
By Christina Friedrich and the
Leadership Team
In the face of the disruption from the
COVID-19 pandemic, the QSP SIG adapted
and kept busy with several events and
initiatives to reach out to the community
and advance the science of QSP. We are
excited to share our updates and our plans
for 2021. We hope to see you all this year,
whether virtually or in person!

ACoP11 QSP Sig Events
In light of the virtual setting, the QSP SIG
decided to combine our annual Meet the
QSP Sig event with our annual QSP SIG
Working Groups Poster Presentation
event. The virtual event was very well
attended and included introduction of the
new leadership team (see below) and
updates and poster recommendations
from all the working groups. We also
announced the 2020 QSP SIG Student
Award Winner, Weize Huang, Genentech,
who recently completed his Ph.D. from
the Department of Pharmaceutics, School
of Pharmacy, University of Washington.
Weize presented a short talk about his
work entitled “Novel Mechanistic PBPK
Model to Predict Renal Clearance in
Varying Stages of CKD by Incorporating
Tubular Adaptation and Dynamic Passive
Reabsorption”. Congratulations, Weize!
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New Leadership Team Members

ACoP12 Programming Proposals

We are happy to announce and welcome
the new members after ACoP11, Ioannis
(Yannis) P. Androulakis, Rutgers School of
Engineering is the new QSP SIG ViceChair. Jingxian Chen, Merck, will succeed
Abhishek Gulati, Astellas Pharma, as the
SIG Communications Director, and Yi Ting
(Kayla) Lien, Genentech, will assume the
role of QSP SIG Secretary, taking over
from Peter Bloomingdale, Merck.

The ACoP12 scientific programming
submission deadline is just a few weeks
away (February 12, 2021). If you have
programming ideas or a proposal that falls
within the scope of QSP SIG, please email
us at isop_qsp_sig@go-isop.org. The SIG
leadership team can give feedback or help
to find suitable speakers (if needed) for
the proposals that will help the SIG
achieve its mission-to advance the
development and utilization of safe and
efficacious medicines through the
application of QSP. We hope to work on
ACoP12 proposals with you!

Working Groups
The QSP SIG working groups (WGs) allow
small groups of scientists to focus on
particular issues within the field. These
can provide an excellent way to engage
with other scientists, so please contact us
for information on WGs that might fit
your interests. The QSP SIG’s WGs that are
currently active are:
• Variability, Uncertainty, and Error (VUE)
in QSP Models
• Immuno-Oncology (IO)
• Integrating QSP and Machine Learning
• Neuroscience
We also have a new WG forming that
focuses on Drug Development Science.
More information on this soon!

Future QSP Events
Student Virtual Symposium
Coming in April, 2021! This event will
focus on career development for QSP and
related disciplines. More details to come
shortly.
vQSP Week 2021

FOMO (fear of missing out)? Don’t forget
to sign up for QSP SIG slack channel
(https://isopqspsig.slack.com) and email
list to get the latest updates and
information.

Update From
the SxP SIG
By Mike K Smith and Stacey Tannenbaum
New year, new logo! In 2020, as part of
the ISoP logo refresh, the Special Interest
Groups (SIG) logos were updated. SxP
have chosen a simple logo combining a
Normal
distribution
and
a
PK
concentration profile, with these
overlapping and intertwining to reflect
the fact that our SIG celebrates the
interface,
intersection,
and
interdependence between statistics and
pharmacometrics. Colours in the logo
have been chosen from both the ISoP and
ASA colour schemes.

The SxP SIG met virtually during ACoP11.
We had a good turnout from our
membership – thanks very much to those
who took time to be present and take
part. We had a busy agenda including a
presentation from our SxP SIG student
award winner from UNC. Both of the SxP
SIG subgroups, PKPD Programming and
Standards, and Model Based MetaAnalysis (MBMA), gave an update on their
activities in 2020 and plans for 2021. This
included the roll out of the long awaited
ISoP Data Standards for Population PK!
Similar to other ISoP Special Interest
Groups, SxP SIG plans to present webinars
in 2021. We hope these will enable
members from across the world to hear
topics relevant to our membership. The
first of these was organized by Marion
Bouillon-Pichault and Matt Zierhut of the
MBMA subgroup and held on 26th January
12:00-13:30 EST (17:00-18:30 GMT). The
webinar enabled attendees to understand
what MBMA is presented some examples
showing the impact it can have in drug
development and other critical business
decisions. It was a very well attended
session with over 250 engaged attendees
– the recording of the presentation and a
log of the questions and discussion will be
posted soon! We have a second webinar
in planning featuring Hao Zhu and Lei Nie
from FDA discussing opportunities for
collaboration between pharmacometrics
and statistics through MIDD. This will be a
reprise of their session from the DIA
meeting in April of 2020. We will be
announcing a date for this webinar very
shortly.

Last year the QSP SIG organized a weeklong virtual QSP week in place of our
regional QSP days on August 24-28, 2020.
The week-long event featured 6 main
session presenters along with 3x2
parallel-track virtual poster sessions. We
had an overwhelming response of 325
attendees! As this was truly one of the
better things to come out of the
pandemic, we will be repeating it this
summer! More details to come soon.
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Update from
the MCS SIG
By Gilbert Koch
Last year the MCS SIG started a webinar
series covering topics on mathematical
and computational modeling in medicine.
The first two webinars from Trachette
Jackson Ph.D. and Heiko Enderling Ph.D.
were recorded and are available at our
MCS
SIG
website
https://sites.google.com/view/mcssig/m
cs-sig
The schedule for the
presentations is as follows:

remaining

March 8, 2021: Bree Aldridge, Ph.D., Tufts
University. The Long and The Short of it:
Paths to Engineering TB Treatment
April 20, 2021: Kelly Arnold, Ph.D.,
University of Michigan. A Systems
Approach to Elucidate Personalized
Mechanistic Complexities of Antibody-Fc
Receptor Interactions Post Vaccination
Newly added webinar hosted by the
Optimal Control Working Group:
May 17, 2021: Johannes Schropp (Ph.D.,
University of Konstanz) and Freya
Bachmann (University of Konstanz).
Adapting Optimal Control Techniques to
Model Problems in PKPD
Webinar registration details will be
announced by ISoP.

Recap of the MCS SIG activities at
ACoP11
The MCS SIG held a virtual meeting at
ACoP in 2020 to share news and highlight
mathematical and computational work
being done in drug development. About
65 participants attended the event, which
featured three talks from our award and
poster walk winners.
The MCS SIG sponsored a successful
tutorial at the 2020 ACoP meeting,
titled Model Analysis Boot Camp for
Pharmacometricians. Organized by Helen
Moore (Applied BioMath) and Craig
Thalhauser (Genmab), the session
focused on mathematical analysis
techniques for systems models. Marisa
Eisenberg of the University of Michigan
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spoke about both structural and practical
identifiability. Her presentation included a
memorable demonstration of how to
understand profile likelihood. Ralph Smith
of North Carolina State University spoke
about sensitivity analysis techniques and
parameter estimation. He described
uncertainty quantification crimes (“UQ
Crimes”), such as assuming that input
parameters are mutually independent and
uniformly-distributed while performing
sensitivity analysis. He cautioned against
committing such UQ crimes, as they can
yield misleading results, since many of our
models have parameters that are
correlated. Approximately 100 attendees
enjoyed the recordings and the Q&A, with
numerous questions in the chat, which
were answered in writing and in a live
video session by the speakers. There was
talk about a follow-on session at the ACoP
meeting in 2021.

the trainee community continues to
grow. Students/trainees interested in
joining the steering committee are
encouraged to apply at https://isopstudent-community.github.io/isopstudent-community/.
A
key
development in 2020 was creation of a
Trainee Communications Committee by
the Trainee Community to improve
internal and external publicity of
trainees. The team lead by Ya-Feng Wen
started several exciting initiatives, the
highlight of which has been the quarterly
student/trainee newsletter highlighting
trainee events, opportunities and
accomplishments. Another fun initiative
by the trainee community is the Trainee
Webinar series which features trainees
presenting their graduate research
providing trainees with a platform to
hone their communication skills while
networking.

Updates from the working groups

Another highlight of the year was the
student events at the virtual ACoP 11
conference. The ACoP 11 Trainee team
lead by Brian Cicali organized three
excellent events for the trainees. New
this
year
was
the
Trainee
Communication
challenge
in
collaboration
with
Journal
of
Pharmacokinetics
and
Pharmacodynamics editorial board. In
this challenge, a group of randomly
selected trainees were given an
opportunity to present their poster in 5
minutes with help from several mentors.
This event was a huge hit, drawing over
150 viewers from all over the world. The
second highlight was the Trainee Tutorial
focusing on First-in-Human dosing which
was attended by over 50 participants.
The trainee community intends to
develop and maintain a central
repository of such educational items – an
initiative we are currently working on.
The third event was the Trainee
Mentoring event, which is a crowd
favorite, also well attended.

Recently three working groups (WGs) were
formed: (i) Optimal Control WG, (ii)
Combining PMX, ML and Dynamical Theory
WG, and (iii) Sensitivity Analysis and
Uncertainty Quantification WG. These
groups will provide additional information
and support to MCS and ISoP members on
their focus topic areas. The first two WGs
are still accepting participants who want to
contribute, including those who are not
experts in these areas, but wish to learn
more. If interested, please send an email to
Carl Panetta at carl.panetta@stjude.org
(Optimal Control) or Tongli Zhang at
zhangtl@ucmail.uc.edu (PMX and ML).

Update From
the ISoP
Trainee
Community
By Ashwin Karanam
2020 has been a very productive year for
the ISoP Trainee Community. Despite the
challenges presented by the pandemic, the
trainee community has tirelessly worked
towards developing and implementing
trainee focused events throughout the
year. With eight new steering committee
trainee members from across the globe,
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The Trainee Community has also been
actively involved in several ISoP
committees, working groups and SIGs,
providing trainee perspectives. With the
new year, we are also excited to
announce
important
leadership
transitions – Brian Cicali will be leading
the Trainee Community as the 20212022 Chair, with Ashwin Karanam
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moving to the advisory role of Past-Chair.
Other leadership transitions are currently
underway and further updates will be
provided in the next newsletter. The
Trainee Community would like to
sincerely thank past leadership team
(Kayla Lien, and Patrick Hanafin) and all
the Steering Committee members for
their hard work! While 2020 has been
productive, we hope to expand our
community further internationally and
cater to student and trainee development
the best we can.

Did You Know?
Old versions of the
newsletter are posted on
the ISoP Web site:
http://goisop.org/newsletters/

Mathematical Oncology
Newsletter
There is an interesting new
newsletter
that
is
published
by
mathematicaloncology.org.
The newsletter curates’
articles
related
to
mathematical
oncology,
both recent publications
and preprints. They also
discuss recent topics in the
news. Go to their website
to sign up.

Volunteering is a great way to give back, make a difference and connect with
your peers. There are many benefits to volunteering for ISoP such as
networking with fellow members, developing technical and/or leadership
skills, and creating professional opportunities for yourself and for others.
The ISoP Membership Committee is seeking volunteers for many activities
such as:
▪ Assess membership needs through instruments such as surveys and
questionnaires or other methods.
▪ Actively recruit new members and promote and encourage participation in
ISoP.
▪ Reach out to those who have not renewed their membership to determine
why and encourage them to rejoin.
▪ Follow up with any potential members you contact to address questions,
provide additional information, and help facilitate their joining ISoP.
▪ Provide input/suggestions to expand/ improve services and add value to
membership.
▪ Provide input/suggestions on how to increase membership to further
support ISoP initiatives.
▪ When attending meetings and conferences, support and promote
membership involvement

Who is eligible to volunteer?
1. It is open to all! An ISoP membership is not required.
2. Be committed to attend meetings via TC (1 hour every 2 weeks)
3. Be willing to invest some voluntary time for the activities of the Committee
How to apply?
Simply send an email to membership@go-isop.org and indicate “Volunteer” in
the subject email.
Do not miss this outstanding opportunity. Get involved with ISoP and become
a volunteer for its Membership Committee!
Thanks,
Sihem Bihorel.
(On behalf of the ISoP Membership Committee)
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News from the Journal
of PK and PD
By Peter Bonate, Editor-in-Chief
It’s been 1 year since I took over the mantle as Editor-in-Chief of
the Journal from Bill Jusko and, while the transition wasn’t as
smooth as I would have liked, as I said to Springer, “At least I
didn’t catch the house on fire.” There were lots of challenges
the last year: finding replacement Associate Editors, learning
the system, learning the new role, and dealing with my first case
of potential data fraud (which turned out to be negative).
There has been lots of news since the last newsletter update. In
October the Journal sponsored the ACoP 11 Trainee
Communication Challenge. Students were given 5 minutes to
present their abstract to the audience and judges. Candidates
were required to attend a bootcamp to help them prepare their
presentation, where a panel of experts gave positive feedback
and suggestions for improvement. Stacey Tannenbaum, Mirjam
Trame, Dick Brundage, and Tim Waterhouse volunteered as
coaches for teams of 3 students each to help refine and perfect
the presentations before the main event. On the day of the
event, the sessions were judged by me and the journal Associate
Editors. The winners (in no particular order) were:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arian Emami Riedmaier
Pegy Foteinou
Abhishek Gulati
Gilbert Koch
Paolo Magni
Anil Maharaj
Matthew Riggs
Eric Sobie
Mary Spilker
Joseph Standing
Julie Stone
Nadia Terranova
Sebastian Wicha

At the same time, we would like to thank those members who
rotated off the Editorial Advisory Board:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hartmut Derendorf*
Adrian Dunne
Hans Peter Grimm
Daniel L. Gustafson
Pravin Jadhav
France Mentre
Ivan Nestorov
Paolo Vicini

•

Ashwin Karanam from the University of Minnesota,

•

Allison Dunn from the University of Maryland,

•

Chaejin Kim from the University of Florida, and

We appreciate the commitment all board members (past and
present) put into the journal in helping to maintain its rigor and
status.

•

Elizabeth Gibson from St Jude Children's Research
Hospital

The cover of the Journal will also have a new look for the
February issue. Stayed tuned.

Each of the winners received a $500 honorarium compliments
of the journal. There was also an audience participation
component where each candidates’ presentation received a
score from 1-5. The highest scoring team was the Talkin’
Tannenbombers, coached by Stacey Tannenbaum; the
members were Hillary Husband, Elizabeth Gibson, and Juan
Francisco Morales. We would like to thank the trainees and the
coaches for their time and commitment to the session. We
would also like to thank the ACoP Planning Committee for
devoting valuable session time to this important soft skill.
Every year the journal adds and removes Editorial Associate
Board members to maintain the success of the journal. Editorial
Advisory Board members are critical to the success of a journal.
They review manuscripts, provide expert advice on content,
submit manuscripts, and contribute to themed issues.
The Editor-in-Chief and Associate Editors of the Journal of
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics would like to
welcome the newest members of our Editorial Advisory Board:
•
•

Julie Bertrand
Carolyn Cho
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* We are shocked and saddened to learn of the unexpected
passing of Editorial Advisory Board Member and ISoP member,
Professor Hartmut Derendorf of @UF. Hartmut was a pioneer in
our field, as well as an accomplished teacher, and the 2013
recipient of the ISoP Leadership Award. He will be sorely missed.
Our thoughts are with his family, friends, colleagues and
students at this difficult time.
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News from CPT: PSP
CPT: Pharmacometrics & Systems Pharmacology: New research
Impact factor in June 2021, special issue with WCoP 2020 abstracts &
Two 2021 Editors in Training

PSP has been accepted into Clarivate Analytics’ Science
Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) and will receive its first Impact
Factor in June 2021!

PSP welcomes our two 2021 Editors in Training: Natasha Strydom, PhD, and Vivaswath Ayyar, PhD.
Natasha Strydom, who earned her PhD from the University of
Cape Town (2018), is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of
California San Francisco. She is currently involved in modeling
early clinical data with a focus on the emergence of
antimycobacterial resistance. Her work aims to integrate
translational models and innovative tools to predict improved
treatment outcomes in patients with tuberculosis.

Vivaswath Ayyar is a senior scientist at Janssen Research &
Development where he applies clinical-translational and systems
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modeling approaches to
inform drug development across various therapeutic areas. He
also serves as Adjunct Assistant Professor of Pharmaceutical
Sciences at the University at Buffalo, State University of New
York, where he also earned a PhD in Pharmaceutical Sciences
(2019). His graduate research combined experimental,
computational, and mechanistic systems modeling approaches
to decipher the PK and PD properties of corticosteroids.

PSP Presents the WCoP 2020 Abstracts
Blog by Stefanie Hennig, MSc, PhD https://www.ascpt.org/Journals/PSP/PSPost/View/ArticleId/26283/PSP-Presents-the-WCoP2020-Abstracts
PSP is honored to announce the publication of a special supplement: The World Conference on Pharmacometrics (WCoP) 2020
Abstracts. We know we speak for many when we say how disappointed we were that we were not able to gather in Cape Town,
South Africa this past April for the opportunity to share important and exciting research from across the globe. As the global
situation with COVID-19 evolved and WCoP was, of necessity, moved to 2022, we realized that many authors would not want to
wait so long to share their research with the wider world.
All authors who submitted an abstract and agreed to publish their abstracts are included in this special issue of PSP. In total, we
have a collection of more than 50 abstracts with a highly diverse range of topics contributed by authors from more than 30
different countries representing 6 of the 7 continents. This is a true sign of the global outreach of our science and an
acknowledgement of the success of WCoP in bringing a series of conferences to locations beyond Europe and the US. We hope you
will find their research of interest, as we do. It makes us wish even more that we could have had a chance to speak with all of these
authors directly and even more anxious to join everyone for WCoP March 29 to April 1, 2022, in Cape Town.

ISoP News
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Communication Corner
No Jerks. No Divas. No Drama.
By Peter Bonate
Hiring a new employee can be stressful,
both for the hiring company and for the
person looking to be hired. With all the
job openings I have seen on LinkedIn, this
got me thinking about what I look for in a
new hire. Certainly, a strong technical
background is a high priority, but is that
the only important thing and is that the
top of the list? Certainly not to the first
question and absolutely not
to the second. If hiring was
based only on technical skill
then hiring would be easy look at their portfolio of
work and pick the strongest
candidate. But that is not the
only criteria. The fit of the
candidate into the group
and into the company
culture
is
important,
probably
the
most
important criteria. What am
I saying here? It’s not the
technical skill or experience
that gets you the job, it’s
how well you interact with
the others that is often the
deciding factor.
In 2008 Google decided to study what
made a good employee. They coined this
study Project Oxygen and what they
found was surprising. After data mining all
their hiring, firing, and performance
reviews data, they identified certain
factors that favor success. They were
factors like “are they a good thinker and
problem solver?”, “do they listen well?”,
and “do they have empathy towards
others?” While these factors are not
necessarily
surprising,
what
was
surprising was that technical skill was at
the bottom of the list. Being the best
technically was not a very good predictor
of being the most successful. This point
gets lost in graduate school and even
among many once they move on to a
professional role.
These results are often misinterpreted by
saying that technical skill is not important
for success. They are, of course, but it
should be apparent that this is conditional
success, in the sense that you have to
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have a certain degree of technical skill to
even get the interview in the first place.
Technical skills should be considered the
bare minimum for success, a steppingstone if you will for success, not the
reason for success.
As a hiring manager, how do you judge
how well a person will fit into a role or an
organization? Interviews are notoriously

I started looking for people that would get
along in the group. Like Google, technical
skill gets your foot in the door, but it’s
how you act once inside that seals the
deal.
But how do you tell if someone is a diva or
a jerk during an interview when they are
often on their best behavior? References
from human resources are worthless
since companies can be sued for giving a
negative behavioral reference. I try to
look at how they interact when no one is
watching. How do they treat the administrative staff? The cafeteria staff? Do they
mansplain? If they ruffle the feathers of
my admin, forget it. They would
have to walk on water to get
hired by me. Today, social
media is often used for hiring.
For some reason, people feel
compelled to post their innermost troll on social media. I try
to find people that worked with
them and ask them one
question “do they work well
with others?” Often how they
answer can give you the answer
you need.

While the No Jerks rule may
lead to a less toxic workplace, it
is not perfect. Because while I
might follow the rule, other
bad at choosing the best candidate for a departments might not and let’s face it,
position. They are too short and only people are people. There is always a little
show a tiny fraction of an interviewee’s bit of diva and jerk in all of us. We all have
behavior. I am reminded of an interview I bad days and we all have our moments.
did at a company I was at many years ago. And while I like a drama-free workplace, I
We brought someone in that looked great have come to realize that to succeed as a
on paper. Good school, experienced, and modeler there needs to be a little diva in
seemed really great. After the interview, all of us. Being a diva is the outward
we were all brought into a room by our manifestation of our confidence, in the
boss and asked what we thought. Pretty face of all the nay-sayers. While often a
standard fare. We were all in agreement negative stereotype, being a bit of a diva
they should be hired. Then my boss can give us the confidence to handle the
brought in someone who used to work nay-sayers when we bring a difficult
with that interviewee, and they model to teams or when the predictions
proceeded to tell us how when things did from our models run counter-intuitive to
not get done according to the what was expected. We need a little bit of
interviewee’s standards, they would yell diva to handle the sometimes-withering
and once threw a stapler across the room. criticism that can come from examination
They did not get the job and we got a of the model and its results. In the end
valuable lesson about interviewing though, I will always pass on a brilliant jerk
people.
and hire the competent non-jerk. As Luis
Over time, this lesson and working at von Ahn, president of the language
many companies over the years led me to learning app Duolingo says, “In general in
one of my hiring rules: No Jerks. No Divas. a company, it’s better to have a hole than
an a-hole.”
No Drama.
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Column Names as Contracts
By Emily Riederer
This column was previously published by Emily Riederer on her
blog, https://emilyriederer.netlify.app/. ISoP would like to
thank Emily for allowing us to reprint this in its entirety. Please
visit her website for more information and other great idea.

Software products use a range of strategies to make promises
or contracts with their users. Mature code packages and APIs
document expected inputs and outputs, check adherence with
unit tests, and transparently report code coverage. Programs
with graphical user interfaces form such contracts by labeling
and illustrating interactive components to explain their intent
(for example, the “Save” button typically does not bulk-delete
files).
Published data tables, however, exist in an ambiguous gray
area; static enough not to be considered a “service” or
“software”, yet too raw to earn the attention to user
experience given to interfaces. This ambiguity can create a
strange symbiosis between data produces and consumers.
Producers may publish whatever data is accessible by the
system or seems relevant, and consumers may be quick to
assume tables or fields that “sound right” happen to be
custom-fit for their top-of-mind question. Producers wonder
why consumers aren’t satisfied, and consumers wonder why
the data is never “right”.
Metadata management solutions aim to solve this problem,
and there are many promising developments in this space
including Lyft’s Amundsen, LinkedIn’s DataHub, and Netflix’s
Metacat. However, metadata solutions generally require a
great degree of cooperation: producers must vigilantly
maintain the documentation and consumers must studiously
check it – despite such tools almost always living outside of
either party’s core toolkit and workflow.
Using controlled vocabularies for column names is a low-tech,
low-friction approach to building a shared understanding of
how each field in a data set is intended to work. In this post,
I’ll introduce the concept with an example and demonstrate
how controlled vocabularies can offer lightweight solutions to
rote data validation, discoverability, and wrangling. I’ll
illustrate these usability benefits with R packages including
pointblank, collapsibleTree, and dplyr, but we’ll conclude by
demonstrating how the same principles apply to other
packages and languages.

Controlled Vocabulary
The basic idea of controlled vocabularies is to define upfront
a set of words, phrases, or stubs with well-defined meanings
which can be used to index information. When these stubs are
defined for different types of information and pieces together
in a consistent order, the vocabulary becomes of descriptive

grammar that we can use to describe more complex content and
behavior. In the context of a data set, this vocabulary can also
serve as a latent contract between data producers and data
consumers and carry promises regarding different aspects of the
data lineage, valid values, and appropriate uses. When used
consistently across all of an organization’s tables, it can
significantly scale data management and increase usability as
knowledge from working with one dataset easily transfers to
another.
For example, imagine we work at a ride-share company and are
building a data table with one record per trip. What might a
controlled vocabulary look like?1

Level 1: Measure Types
For reasons that will be evident in the examples, I like the first level
of the hierarchy to generally capture a semi-generic “type” of the
variable. This is not quite the same as data types in a programming
language (e.g. bool, double, float) although everything with the same
prefix should ultimately be cast in the same type. Instead, these
data types imply both a type of information and appropriate usage
patterns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

ID: Unique identified for an entity.

Numeric for more efficient storage and joins unless system of
record generates IDs with characters
Likely a primary key in some other table
IND: Binary 0 or 1 indicator or an event occurence
Because always 0 or 1, can be averaged to find proportion
occurence
Can consider calling IS instead of IND for even less ambiguity
which case is labeled [1]
N: Count of quantity or event occurrence
Always a non-negative integer
AMT: Sum-able real number amount. That is, any non-count
amount that is “denominator-free”
VAL: Numeric variables that are not inherently sum-able
For example, rates and ratios that cannot be combined or
numeric values like latitude and longitude for which typical
arithmetic operations don’t make sense
DT: Date of some event
Always cast as a YYYY-MM-DD date
TM: Timestamp of some event
Always cast as a YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS timestamp
Distinguishing dates from timestamps will avoid faulty joins of
two date fields arranged differently
CAT: Categorical variable as a character string (potentially
encoded from an ID field)

While these are relatively generic, domain-specific categories can
also be used. For example, since location is so important for ridesharing, it might be worth having ADDR as a level 1 category.

[1] Again, vocabularies should span a database – not just an individual dataset, but for simplicity we just talk through a smaller example.
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Level 2: Measure Subjects
The best hierarchy varies widely by industry
and the overall contents of a database – not
just one table. Here, we expect to be
interested in trip-attributed about many
different subjects: the rider, driver, trip, etc.
so the measure subject might be the logical
next tier. We can define:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DRIVER: Information about the driver
RIDER:

Information about the rider, the
passenger who called the ride-share
TRIP: Information about the trip itself
ORIG: Information about the trip start
(time and geography)
DEST: Information about the trip
destination (time and geography)
COST: Information about components of
the total cost (could be a subset of TRIP,
but pertains to all parties and has high
cardinality at the next tier, so we’ll break
it out)

Of course, in a highly normalized database,
measures of these different entities would
exist in separate tables. However, this
discipline in naming them would still be
beneficial so quantities are unambiguous
when an analyst combines them.

Levels 3-n: Details
The first few tiers of the hierarchy are critical
to standardize to make our “performance
promises” and to aid in data searchability.
Later levels will be measure specific and may
not be worth defining upfront. However, for
concepts that are going to exist across many
tables, it is worthwhile to pre-specify their
names and precise formats. For example:
•

•
•

•
•
•

CITY:

Should this be in all upper case?
How should spaces in city name be
treated?
ZIP: Should 6 digit or 10-digit zip codes
be used?
LAT/LON: To how many decimals should
latitude and longitude be geocoded? If
the company only operate in certain
geographic areas (e.g. the continental
US), coarse cut-offs for these can be
determined
DIST: Is distance measured in miles?
Kilometers?
TIME: Are durations measured in
seconds? Minutes?
RATING: What are valid ranges for other
known quantities like star ratings?
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Terminal “adjectives” could also be considered. For example, if the data-generating
systems spit out analytically unideal quantities that should be preserved for data
lineage purposes, suffixes such as _RAW and _CLEAN might denote version of the
same variable in its original and manicured states, respectively.

Putting it all together
This structure now gives us a grammar to compactly name 35 variables in table:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ID_{DRIVER | RIDER | TRIP}: Unique identifier for party of the ride
DT_{ORIG | DEST}: Date at the trip’s start and end, respectively
TM_{ORIG | DEST}: Timestamp

at the trip’s start and end, respectively
N_TRIP_{PASSENGERS | ORIG | DEST} Count of unique passengers, pick-up
points, and drop-off points for the trip
N_DRIVER_SEATS: Count of passenger seats available in the driver’s car
AMT_TRIP_{DIST | TIME}: Total trip distance in miles traveled and time taken
AMT_COST_{TIME | DIST | BASE | FEES | SURGE | TIPS}: Amount of each cost
component
IND_SURGE: Indicator variable if ride caled during surge pricing
CAT_TRIP_TYPE: Trip type, such as ‘Pool’, ‘Standard’, ‘Elite’
CAT_RIDER_TYPE: Rider status, such as ‘Basic’, ‘Frequent’, ‘Subscription’
VAL_{DRIVER | RIDER}_RATING: Average star rating of rider and driver
ADDR_{ORIG | DEST}_{STREET | CITY | STATE | ZIP}: Address components of
trip’s start and end
VAL_{ORIG | DEST}_{LAT | LON}: Latitude and longitude of trip’s start and end

The fact that we can describe 35 variables in roughly 1/3 the number of rows
already speaks to the value of this structure in helping data consumers build a
strong mental model to quickly manipulate the data. But now we can demonstrate
far greater value.
To start, we create a small fake data set using our schema. For simplicity, I simulate
18 of the 35 variables listed above:
head(data_trips)
#> ID_DRIVER ID_RIDER ID_TRIP

DT_ORIG

DT_DEST N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS

#> 1
#> 2

8709
9208

4484
7204

3902 2019-04-06 2019-04-06
3966 2019-01-20 2019-01-20

1
1

#> 3
#> 4

2268
7267

6449
4612

8167 2019-05-05 2019-05-05
5728 2019-10-24 2019-10-24

1
1

#> 5
#> 6

4230
6588

9646
9897

7703 2019-01-25 2019-01-25
3851 2019-04-12 2019-04-12

2
2

#>
N_TRIP_ORIG N_TRIP_DEST AMT_TRIP_DIST IND_SURGE VAL_DRIVER_RATING
#> 1
1
1
17.50953
0
2.362601
#> 2
#> 3

1
1

1
1

34.83353
20.74241

0
0

2.974465
2.000912

#> 4
#> 5

1
1

1
1

23.94259
48.73168

1
0

1.481275
3.622251

#> 6
1
1
42.26211
1
#>
VAL_RIDER_RATING
VAL_ORIG_LAT
VAL_DEST_LAT
VAL_DEST_LON

4.789015
VAL_ORIG_LON

#> 1
#> 2

2.593877
1.178165

41.05840
40.37412

40.07335
41.96093

78.48391
77.01554

72.32824
115.29323

#> 3
#> 4

2.594083
3.707060

40.90726
41.18791

41.45727
41.07091

117.02609
92.59027

88.65927
89.07035

#> 5
#> 6

3.542982
4.478668

41.94472
41.09312

40.71440
41.51065

115.76469
82.63779

110.53817
97.24406

#>
CAT_TRIP_TYPE CAT_RIDER_TYPE
#> 1
Elite
Frequent
#> 2
#> 3

Pool
Elite

Frequent
Subscription

#> 4
#> 5

Pool
Pool

Frequent
Frequent
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Data Validation
The “promises” in variable names aren’t just there for decoration. They can actually help producers publish higher quality data my
helping to automate data validation checks. Data quality is context-specific and requires effort on the consumer side, but setting
up safeguards in any data pipeline can help detect and eliminate commonplace errors like duplicated or corrupt data.
Of course, setting up data validation pipelines isn’t the most exciting part of any data engineer’s job. But that’s where R’s pointblank
package comes to the rescue with an excellent domain-specific language for common assertive data checks. Combining this syntax
with dplyr's “select helpers” (such as starts_with()), the same validation pipeline could ensure many of the data’s promises are kept
with no additional overhead. For example, N_ columns should be strictly non-negative and IND_ columns should always be either 0
or 1.
The following example demonstrate the R syntax to write such a pipeline in pointblank, but the package also allows rules to be
specified in a standalone YAML file which could further increase portability between projects.
agent <data_trips %>%
create_agent(actions = action_levels(stop_at = 0.001)) %>%
col_vals_gte(starts_with("N"), 0) %>%
col_vals_gte(starts_with("N"), 0) %>%
col_vals_not_null(starts_with("IND")) %>%
col_vals_in_set(starts_with("IND"), c(0,1)) %>%
col_is_date(starts_with("DT")) %>%
col_vals_between(matches("_LAT(_|$)"), 19, 65) %>%
col_vals_between(matches("_LON(_|$)"), -162, -68) %>%
interrogate()
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In the example above, just 7 lines of portable table-agnostic code end up creating 14 data validation checks. The results catch two
errors. Upon investigation [2], we find that our geocoder is incorrectly flipping the sign on longitude!
One could also imagine writing a linter or validator of the variables names themselves to check for typos, outliers that don’t follow
common stubs, etc.

Data Discoverability
On the user side, a controlled vocabulary makes new data easier to explore. Although is is not and should not be a replacement for
a true data dictionary, imagine how relatively easy it is to understand the following variables’ intent and navigate either a searchable
tab of visualization of the output.
To make some accessible outputs, we can first wrangle the column names into a table of their own:
cols_trips <- names(data_trips)
cols_trips_split <- strsplit(cols_trips, split = "_")
cols_components <- data.frame(
variable = cols_trips,
level1 = vapply(cols_trips_split, FUN = function(x) x[1], FUN.VALUE = character(1)),
level2 = vapply(cols_trips_split, FUN = function(x) x[2], FUN.VALUE = character(1)),
level3 = vapply(cols_trips_split, FUN = function(x) x[3], FUN.VALUE = character(1))
)
head(cols_components)
#>
variable level1 level2
level3
#> 1
ID_DRIVER
ID DRIVER
<NA>
#> 2
ID_RIDER
ID RIDER
<NA>
#> 3
ID_TRIP
ID
TRIP
<NA>
#> 4
DT_ORIG
DT
ORIG
<NA>
#> 5
DT_DEST
DT
DEST
<NA>
#> 6 N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS
N DRIVER PASSENGERS

Part of the metadata, then, could make it particularly easy to search by various stubs – whether that be the measure type (e.g. N
or AMT) or the measure subject (e.g. RIDER or DRIVER).^[DT output with searchable columns [3].
library(DT)
datatable(cols_components,

filter = list(position = 'top', clear = FALSE))

[2] the output of pointblank is actually an interactive table. For blog-specific reasons, I show only the png here.
[3] As with pointblank, DT output is interactive, but my blog unfortunately reacts poorly to the extra JavaScript so for now I’m only
showing an image
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Similarly, we can use visualization to both validate and explore the available fields. Below, data fields are illustrated in a tree.

library(collapsibleTree)
collapsibleTree(cols_components,
hierarchy = paste0("level", 1:3),
nodeSize = "leafCount"
)

Depending on the type of exploration being done, it might be more
convenient to drilldown first by measure subject. collapsibleTree flexibly
lets us control this by specifying the hierarchy.
collapsibleTree(cols_components,
hierarchy = paste0("level", c(2,1,3)),
nodeSize = "leafCount"
)
These naming conventions are particularly friendly to a “passive
search” via an IDE with autocomplete functionality. Simply
typing “N_” and pausing or hitting tab might elicit a list of
potential options of count variables in the data set.
More broadly, driving this standardization opens up interesting
possibility for variable-first documentation. As our grammar for
describing fields becomes richer and less ambiguous, it’s
increasingly possible for users to explore a variable-first web of
quantities and work their way back to the appropriate tables
which contain them.

Data Wrangling
Controlled, hierarchical vocabularies also make basic data
wrangling pipelines a breeze. By programming on the column
names, we can appropriately summarize multiple pieces of data
in the most relevant way.
For example, the following code uses dplyr's “select helpers” to sum up count variables where we might reasonably be interested in
the total and find the arithmetic average of indicator variables to help us calculate the proportion of occurrences of an event (here,
the incidence of surge pricing).
Note what our controlled vocabulary and the implied “contracts” have given us. We aren’t summing up fields like latitude and
longitude which would have no inherent meaning. Conversely, we can confidently calculate proportions which we couldn’t do if
there was a chance our indicator variable contained nulls or occasionally used other numbers (e.g. 2) to denote something like the
surge severity instead of pure incidence.
library(dplyr)
data_trips %>%
group_by(CAT_RIDER_TYPE) %>%
summarize(
across(starts_with("N_"), sum),
across(starts_with("IND_"), mean)
)
#>
#>
#>
#>
#>
#>

# A tibble: 3 x 5
CAT_RIDER_TYPE N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS N_TRIP_ORIG N_TRIP_DEST IND_SURGE
<chr>
<int>
<dbl>
<dbl>
<dbl>
1 Basic
51
30
30
0.533
2 Frequent
48
32
32
0.469
3 Subscription
55
38
38
0.421
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Addendum on Other Languages
The above examples use a few specific R packages with helpers that specifically operate on column names. However, the value of
this approach is language agnostic since most popular languages for data manipulation support character pattern matching and
wrangling operations specified by lists of variable names. We will conclude with a few examples.

Generating SQL
Although SQL is a hard language to “program on”, many programming-friendly tools offer SQL generators. For example, using dbplyr,
we can use R to generate SQL code that sums up all of our count variables by rider type without having to type them out manually.
df_mem %>%
group_by(CAT_RIDER_TYPE) %>%
summarize_at(vars(starts_with("N_")), sum, na.rm = TRUE) %>%
show_query()
#> <SQL>
#> SELECT `CAT_RIDER_TYPE`,
SUM(`N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS`) AS `N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS`,
SUM(`N_TRIP_ORIG`) AS `N_TRIP_ORIG`,
SUM(`N_TRIP_DEST`) AS `N_TRIP_DEST`
#> FROM `example_table`
#> GROUP BY `CAT_RIDER_TYPE`

R – base & data.table
However, we aren’t of course limited just to tidyverse style coding. Similarly concise workflows exists in both base and data.table
syntaxes. Suppose we wanted to summarize all numeric variables. First, we can use base::grep to find all column names that begin
with N_.
cols_n <- grep("^N_", names(data_trips), value = TRUE)
print(cols_n)
#> [1] "N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS" "N_TRIP_ORIG"
"N_TRIP_DEST"
We can define the variables we want to group by in another vector.
cols_grp <- c("CAT_RIDER_TYPE")
These vectors can be used in aggregation operations such as stats::aggregate:
aggregate(data_trips[cols_n], by = data_trips[cols_grp], FUN = sum)
#>
CAT_RIDER_TYPE N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS N_TRIP_ORIG N_TRIP_DEST
#> 1
Basic
51
30
30
#> 2
Frequent
48
32
32
#> 3
Subscription
55
38
38
Or with data.table syntax:
library(data.table)
dt <- as.data.table(data_trips)
dt[, lapply(.SD, sum), by = cols_grp, .SDcols = cols_n]
#>
CAT_RIDER_TYPE N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS N_TRIP_ORIG N_TRIP_DEST
#> 1:
Frequent
48
32
32
#> 2:
Subscription
55
38
38
#> 3:
Basic
51
30
30

Python pandas
Similarly, we can use list comprehensions in python to create a list of columns names matching a specific pattern ( cols_n). This list
and a list to define grouping variables can be passed to pandas's data manipulation methods.
import pandas as pd
cols_n
= [vbl for vbl in data_trips.columns if vbl[0:2] == 'N_']
cols_grp = ["CAT_RIDER_TYPE"]
data_trips.groupby(cols_grp)[cols_n].sum()
#>
#>
#>
#>
#>

CAT_RIDER_TYPE
Basic
Frequent
Subscription
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N_DRIVER_PASSENGERS

N_TRIP_ORIG

N_TRIP_DEST

51
48
55

30.0
32.0
38.0

30.0
32.0
38.0
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The New Base Pipe
By Michael Barrowman

This blog was previously published by Michael Barrowman on his
website, https://michaelbarrowman.co.uk. ISoP would like to
thank Michael for allowing us to republish it in its entirety. Please
visit Michael’s webpage. He has some other great blogs on there.

Here, we’re going to take a quick look at
the new pipe introduced in the
development version of R 4.1.0, and
compare it to the well-known %>% pipe
from the {magrittr} package that is used
throughout the {tidyverse}.
There was a recent update to {magrittr}
which switched to implementing the
bulk of the piping in the C language
rather than directly in R. Because of
this, as well as showing some features
of the new base pipe, |>, I’m going to
compare it to both the new {magrittr}
pipe, %>% and the old version, which I
am going to style as %>>%
install.packages("magrittr")
remotes::install_github("Myko101/ma
grittrclassic")
If you want to install the classic
{magrittr} without this updated %>>%
pipe
then
run
remotes::install_github("Myko101/ma
grittrclassic@classic") to have it loaded
as a package called {magrittrclassic} or
remotes::install_github("tidyverse/ma
grittr@v1.5) to have it overwrite your
current {magrittr} package. Note that
this is prone to errors, particularly if
{magrittr} or any packages that depend
on it are loaded.
The first thing to inspect is the speed of
this new pipe in a simple situation. Let’s
create a simple function and see how it
goes in the bench::mark() function
doubler <- function(val) 2*val
x <- 1:10
bm <- bench::mark(
standard = doubler(x),
magrittrclassic = x %>>% doubler(),
magrittr = x %>% doubler(),
base = x |> doubler()
)
ggplot2::autoplot(bm)
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Note that the `bench::mark()`` function by default also checks whether the results we get
are the same.
The first thing that jumps out is just how slow the old {magrittr} implementation is and
how fast the base/standard versions are. The time scale on the plot is logarithmic, which
shows that the old {magrittr} function is almost 2 orders of magnitude slower (800ns vs
72.5 us), that’s nearly 100x slower!
Why is this? Firstly, the old {magrittr} pipe builds functions in R and then applies them to
data turn by turn. However, the new {magrittr} pipe does all this in C. How is the base
version so much faster? Well it is a syntax rather than an infix operator or a call.
This means that x %>% f() builds functions and performs actions to produce output which
is identical to f(x). However, x |> f() is the same as f(x), it’s just a different way of writing
it. Think of using a single quote, ' or a double quote " to create a string, the command
you’re giving to R is different, but the result is parsed identically before any actual R code
is ran. Similarly, when you run 2 + 3 + 4, R will parse that as ( (2+3) + 4 )because the addition
operator can only run on two objects, so R has to divvy them up appropriately (left to
right).
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This can be evidenced by capturing the calls using the rlang::exprs() function:
rlang::exprs(
standard = doubler(x),
magrittrclassic = x %>>% doubler(),
magrittr = x %>% doubler(),
base = x |> doubler()
)
## $standard
## doubler(x)
##
## $magrittrclassic
## x %>>% doubler()
##
## $magrittr
## x %>% doubler()
##
## $base
## doubler(x)
See the last one there? x |> doubler() is exactly doubler(x). There’s no transforming
in R here, it just is the same thing.
This functionality is added to by the introduction of a new lambda function creation
shortcut, let’s compare it to the {magrittr} implementation(s) of anonymous
functions, using the dot notation:
bm2 <- bench::mark(
standard = (function(y) 2*y)(x),
magrittrclassic = x %>>% {2*.},
magrittr = x %>% {2*.},
base = x |> \(y) 2*y
)
ggplot2::autoplot(bm2)

Timings are very similar to the previous one,
especially when only looking relatively. The
slow-down is probably due to the creation of
a function in each use, which also explains
why they are all around the same amount
slower. What do these piped lambda
functions look like?
rlang::exprs(
standard = (function(y) 2*y)(x),
magrittrclassic = x %>>% {2*.},
magrittr = x %>% {2*.},
base = x |> \(y) 2*y
)
## $standard
## (function(y) 2 * y)(x)
##
## $magrittrclassic
## x %>>% {
## 2 * .
## }
##
## $magrittr
## x %>% {
## 2 * .
## }
##
## $base
## (function(y) 2 * y)(x)
Again, the standard and base versions are
parsed the same.
One final critic of the new pipe is that you can
only pass an object to the first argument in a
function. This is a limitation in a lot of cases,
particularly because most {base} functions
don’t follow the convention of passing the
current data as the first argument. In
{magrittr}, we can use a . to represent the
piped data for other arguments, and if it
appears at the top level (i.e. a direct
argument) {magrittr} won’t also ut it i as the
first argument. But using the lambda \()
syntax, we can get around this. We can also
pass named arguments in the same way we
usually would when calling a function. Let’s
try it and time it
multiplier <- function(a,val) a*val
bm3 <- bench::mark(
standard = multiplier(2,x),
magrittrclassic = x %>>% multiplier(2,.),
magrittr = x %>% multiplier(2,.),
base_named = x |> multiplier(a=2),
base_lambda = x |> \(y) multiplier(2,y)
)
ggplot2::autoplot(bm3)
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Clearly, the lambda version of the base
packages takes more time, again because it is
creating the function in the middle, whereas
the named version does not have to do this.
Let’s capture them to check that this is true
rlang::exprs(
standard = multiplier(2,x),
magrittrclassic = x %>>% multiplier(2,.),
magrittr = x %>% multiplier(2,.),
base_lambda = x |> \(y) multiplier(2,y),
base_named = x |> multiplier(a=2)
)
## $standard
## multiplier(2, x)
##
## $magrittrclassic
## x %>>% multiplier(2, .)
##
## $magrittr
## x %>% multiplier(2, .)
##
## $base_lambda
## (function(y) multiplier(2, y))(x)
##
## $base_named
## multiplier(x, a = 2)

The other major way in which lambda functions are declared is through the {purrr}
package. The {purrr} package provides methods of functional programming (to an
extent), and so within a {purrr} function, we can define a function using the ~
symbol and, like the previous {tidyverse} lambda, using the . as the value being
passed to the function. Let’s compare it to the \() syntax, remember, this is again a
syntax and not a function/call!
library(purrr,warn.conflicts=F)
bm4 <- bench::mark(
standard = {
res <- vector("list",10)
for(i in 1:10) res[[i]] <- mean(1:i)
res
},
purrr = map(1:10,~mean(1:.)),
base = lapply(1:10,\(i) mean(1:i))
)
ggplot2::aum4)

One final thing to look at is the lambda
function part of this whole process. While the
{tidyverse} doesn’t provide a general shortcut
to produce these, they can be created within
other functions. For example, the above
syntax {2*.} only works within the context of
a pipe and wouldn’t work as a piece of code
on its own.
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Again, due to the lack of overheads for the \() syntax, speed
is definitely on it’s side. We could just as easily use the
lapply() function here and declare the FUN argument using
function(i) mean(1:i), but writing \() is much quicker/easier.
One last thing to inspect is how these functions handle
errors.

Unlike errors though, warnings can be suppressed and code can
continue, this means we can use the suppressWarnings() function
to keep them quiet and just carry on. This is useful if you know
about the warning beforehand, but is only recommended if you
know exactly why the warning is appearing and just want your code
to ignore it and run smoothly.
throw_warning <- function(x) {
warning("oh no")
x
}

throw_error <- function(x){
stop("OH NO!")
}

Previously, the trace stack for {magrittr} was confusing and
made it incredibly difficult to spot where the error came
from. Let’s see how
1:10 %>>%
throw_error()
## Error in throw_error(.): OH NO!
traceback()
# 10: stop("Why am I here?") at #2
# 9: throw_error(.)
# 8: function_list[[k]](value)
# 7: withVisible(function_list[[k]](value))
# 6: freduce(value, `_function_list`)
# 5: `_fseq`(`_lhs`)
# 4: eval(quote(`_fseq`(`_lhs`)), env, env)
# 3: eval(quote(`_fseq`(`_lhs`)), env, env)
# 2: withVisible(eval(quote(`_fseq`(`_lhs`)), env, env))
# 1: 1:10 %>>% throw_error()

This warning handling was one of the complaints about the old
{magrittr} pipe,take the below which is instinctively what you would
expect to do
1:10 %>>%
throw_warning() %>>%
suppressWarnings()
## Warning in throw_warning(.): oh no
## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

It doesn’t work, instead you’d have to run
suppressWarnings(
1:10 %>>%
throw_warning()
)
## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Because of the structure of the old {magrittr}, numbers 2 - 8
are functions that are called internally within the pipe and so
as end-users, they mean nothing!
However, the new error handling, makes this much clearer
without all the clutter:
1:10 %>%
throw_error()
## Error in throw_error(.): OH NO!
traceback()
# 3: stop("Why am I here?") at #2
# 2: throw_error(.)
# 1: 1:10 %>% throw_error()

Which does not look pleasant and means going back to the
beginning of your pipeline if you get to the point of wanting to
suppress warnings.
The new {magrittr} pipe and the {base} pipe don’t have such
qualms and they are evaluated exactly as you would expect them
to:
1:10 %>%
throw_warning() %>%
suppressWarnings()
## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1:10 |>
throw_warning() |>
suppressWarnings()
## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Now let’s compare to the base pipe:
1:10 |> throw_error()
## Error in throw_error(1:10): OH NO!
traceback()
# 2: stop("Why am I here?") at #2
# 1: throw_error(1:10)

The trace is even shorter. This is because in the {magrittr}
pipe, the actual pipe is considered to be a call, and so it
appears first in the trace stack (bottom of the list), BUT the
base pipe is not a call, and so it doesn’t appear there at all.
Just like when capturing the expression, the values are
already nested.
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